
Topic Geography Children will be learning about different  

climate zones, biomes, vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, 

volcanoes and earthquakes, as well as the water cycle. We 

will learn about tectonic plates and where these can be found 

in the world. The children  will consider mans impact on 

our planet and look how inventions have helped lessen the 

impact in places that are vulnerable. 

Maths 

We shall be developing further children’s understanding 

and skills in mental and written calculations including 

problem solving in real life situations. Children will 

continue to learn their tables up to 12 x 12 and related 

division facts. 

Primary Modern LanguagesWe will continue to 

expand our French vocabulary so that we are able to 

ask basic questions and answer in short phrases. This 

will be done through singing and drama as well as 

writing  simple sentences in French. 

.

PSHE

We shall be learning a bout persistence and how to 

overcome obstacles to success in ‘Going for Goals’. In 

‘Good to Be Me’, we will be learning about how to 

accept differing points of view and respect the 

opinions of others. 
Science

.In sound we will be finding out how sound travels, sound waves, 

vibrations, how and when and why sound changes. We will also 

study  how our ear works and name different parts.. In States 

of Matter. We will explore solids, gases and liquids. How and 

why they change and link this to the water cycle. Children will 

be encouraged to name states of matter in a variety of 

environments.

English

We shall be looking at a variety of different genres of 

writing in our Big Writes. We will cover newspaper 

reports, stories from other cultures ,poetry and 

explanation in our writing. Theses areas will be linked to 

our topics to allow over leaning. 

Physical Education In gym our focus will be taking 

our weight on our hands whilst working on a 

sequence of moves. We will be designing 

Tornado/Earthquake dances and enjoying our first 

sessions of tag rugby. We will work with Plymouth 

Argle coaches to improve foot ball skills

Computing We be making simple compositions using 

musical programs, that we can edit and improve We 

will create power point to explain the water cycle to other 

children, children will be expected to use a range of 

deigns, transitions  and animations in their PowerPoint.

Food and Nutrition 

Children will prepare and cook savoury dishes and know where 

food comes from. This will include food from different cultures 

and will link to our English topic. and PHSE.

R EWe will be enabling the children to explore religion, 

family and the community within the religions of 

Christianity and Islam. We will focus on Lent and 

Easter and why these are important to Christians. 

.

Design and Technology/ Art  Children will study 2 artists 

renowned for their use of natural materials, Andy 

Goldsworthy and Chris Dury. We will develop techniques, 

including sculpture, water colour and mixed media with a 

range of natural materials, that will finish with a weaved 

hanging. 
Natural disasters
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Topic Vocabulary 

Volcano, lava. Erupt. Magma, earthquake 

,epicenter ,magnitude, avalanche, 

shockwaves, landslide, Richter scale. Tectonic, 

plates, mountain ranges, deforestation.

How you can help at home?:

Read daily with your child and record this in their 

reading record.

Support your child with their homework, provide a 

quiet working environment for this and remind them to 

hand it in on a Wednesday.

Support with learning spellings and times tables by 

accessing rock stars. 

Encourage them to talk about their learning with 

family members.

Ensure your child comes to school every day with a full 

PE kit, reading book and record .Year 4 children 

should record each time that they read.

Useful websites.

https://kids.nationalgeographic

https://www.esa.int/esaKIDSen/Naturaldisasters.htm.co

m/

www.bbc.co.uk / home / science /physical processes

www.bbc.co.uk / home / science / materials

https://kids.nationalgeographic/

